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Figure 1.1: Four autonomous robots assemble a stepped pyramid in simulation

1 Abstract
In this technical report, we detail five plug-ins for the ARGoS simulator and provide
examples of how to use them. Three of these plug-ins were already available in ARGoS
but have been enhanced to provide more functionality, while the remaining two plug-ins
provide completely new features to the ARGoS simulator. These plug-ins were developed
to simulate the hardware of the autonomous construction system presented in [1]. This
technical report assumes a basic understanding of how to configure and run experiments
using ARGoS. If you are unfamiliar with ARGoS, it is recommended that you first read
through the online user manual1.

Demonstrations are provided throughout this technical report. To recreate these
demos, please use the following link to a directory on Github that contains the required
experiment configuration files and the corresponding Lua scripts.

https://github.com/ilpincy/argos3/tree/3.0.0-beta50/src/testing/examples

1ARGoS user manual: http://www.argos-sim.info/user_manual.php
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2 Plug-ins for the ARGoS simulator
The ARGoS core package consists of a core library and a number of plug-ins that are
loaded at runtime. From the core package, we have enhanced the entities plug-in, the
media plug-in, and the generic robot plug-in. We have also developed two completely new
plug-ins. The first of these two new plug-ins enables the simulation of three-dimensional
dynamics and the second enables the rapid prototyping of new robots.

2.1 The three-dimensional dynamics plug-in
The three-dimensional dynamics plug-in is a physics engine plug-in for ARGoS and a
wrapper around Bullet Physics2. We have selected Bullet Physics since it is open source
and more actively developed than alternatives such as ODE. The plug-in provides ab-
stract classes for defining both multi-body (Featherstone) and single-body models, the
latter has been used in turn to define models for the basic entities in the ARGoS sim-
ulator such as boxes and cylinders. The plug-in is loaded by adding a <dynamics3d/>
element to the physics engines subtree in an experiment configuration file and requires
two attributes: a unique identifier and the number of iterations to perform per step
of the simulation. The plug-in can optionally be configured to include a floor, gravity,
and magnetism in the simulation by adding elements with the same names under the
<dynamics3d/> subtree. The floor, gravity, and magnetism are provided using an addi-
tional plug-in layer which consists of a base class containing function hooks for executing
plug-in specific code for when the simulation is stepped or for when models are added
to or removed from the physics engine.

A basic configuration of the physics engine subtree with the three-dimensional dy-
namics plug-in is shown in Listing 2.1. Figure 2.1 shows a test configuration of the
plug-in in which 50 boxes and 50 cylinders are dropped from a randomly distributed
starting position and orientation. In this example, the boxes and cylinders fall onto the
floor (configured to have a thickness of 1 cm) under the force of gravity (configured with
an acceleration of 9.8 ms−2). This test configuration can be run in ARGoS using the
following experiment configuration file.

• dynamics3d_single_body_test.argos: This experiment configuration file sets
up the three-dimensional physics plug-in and randomly distributes boxes and cylin-
ders in an arena.

Listing 2.2 shows a configuration of the three-dimensional dynamics plug-in where
magnetism has been enabled. Figure 2.2 shows four rows of magnetic blocks being pulled
together as a result of the simulated magnetic forces.

The magnetic forces and torques are calculated using the algorithm presented in [2].
The described algorithm in this paper uses finite element analysis (FEA) to calculate

2Bullet Physics: http://bulletphysics.org/
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(a) t = 0 s (b) t = 2 s

(c) t = 4 s (d) t = 6 s

Figure 2.1: Testing the three-dimensional dynamics plug-in where randomly positioned and
orientated boxes and cylinders fall onto the floor under simulated gravity.

1 <physics_engines >
2 <dynamics3d id="dyn3d" iterations="20">
3 <floor height="0.01"/>
4 <gravity g="9.8" />
5 </dynamics3d>
6 </physics_engines>

Listing 2.1: Instantiation of the three-dimensional dynamics plug-in with a 1 cm floor and a
gravitational acceleration of 9.8 ms−2.
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1 <physics_engines >
2 <dynamics3d id="dyn3d" iterations="20">
3 <floor height="0.01"/>
4 <gravity g="9.8" />
5 <magnetism max_distance="0.1" />
6 </dynamics3d>
7 </physics_engines>

Listing 2.2: Instantiation of the three-dimensional dynamics plug-in with magnetism. The
max_distance attribute is an optimization that sets the maximum distance at
which two magnetic dipoles will interact.

the forces and torques on the magnetic elements in a simulation. The current implemen-
tation of this algorithm in the three-dimensional dynamics plug-in represents magnetic
objects in the simulation as a single dipole. While this approximation is fast, there
are obvious trade-offs with respect to accuracy. In future work, it may be desirable to
upgrade this plug-in to support variable precision such that the number of dipoles used
to calculate the magnetic forces and torques increases with the proximity and strength
of two interacting magnets. The following experiment configuration file can be used to
recreate this demonstration in ARGoS.

• dynamics3d_magnetism_test.argos: This experiment configuration file sets up
the three-dimensional dynamics plug-in and the four rows of magnetic boxes.

2.2 The prototyping plug-in
The prototyping plug-in was originally developed to test the three-dimensional dynamics
plug-in but has since developed into a solution to rapidly describe a new robot (or
object) to the ARGoS simulator without the need to code or compile new classes. The
prototyping plug-in defines the prototype entity, which is a composable entity (an entity
made up of other entities) that can be added to a simulation. In this section, we use a
simple four-wheeled vehicle as an example configuration of the prototype entity in order
to demonstrate the core features of the prototyping plug-in (Figure 2.3). Listing 2.3
shows the required configuration for this entity in the arena subtree.

A prototype entity contains links and joints that define the layout of a robot. The
geometry of a link can be either a box, a cylinder, or a sphere. As shown on Line 4
of Listing 2.3, one link in the prototype entity must be nominated as the reference link
using the ref attribute. This link is then used to define the origin of the robot in ARGoS.
The dimensions, masses, positions, and orientations of the links are specified using XML
in the experiment configuration file.

The prototyping plug-in allows for four types of joints between links. These joint
types are: (i) fixed, (ii) spherical, (iii) prismatic, and (iv) revolute. For the prismatic
and revolute joint types, it is possible to specify a joint limit, that is, the maximum
and minimum position of the joint. Prismatic and revolute joints also support sensors
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(a) t = 1 s (b) t = 2 s

(c) t = 3 s (d) t = 4 s

Figure 2.2: A test configuration of the three-dimensional dynamics plug-in where four rows
of magnets are being pulled together by magnetic forces.

Figure 2.3: A simple four-wheeled vehicle modeled using the prototyping plug-in.
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1 <prototype id="vehicle" movable="true">
2 <body position="0,0,0" orientation="0,0,0" />
3 <controller config="my_controller"/>
4 <links ref="base">
5 <link id="base" geometry="box" size="0.1,0.05,0.02"
6 mass="1" position="0,0,0.01" orientation="0,0,0" />
7 <link id="wheel_fl" geometry="cylinder" radius="0.02" height=".005"
8 mass=".05" position=".025,.025,0.02" orientation="0,0,-90" />
9 <link id="wheel_fr" geometry="cylinder" radius="0.02" height=".005"

10 mass=".05" position=".025,-.025,0.02" orientation="0,0,90" />
11 <link id="wheel_br" geometry="cylinder" radius="0.02" height=".005"
12 mass=".05" position=" -.025,-.025,0.02" orientation="0,0,90" />
13 <link id="wheel_bl" geometry="cylinder" radius="0.02" height=".005"
14 mass=".05" position=" -.025,.025,0.02" orientation="0,0,-90" />
15 </links>
16 <joints >
17 <joint id="base_wheel_fr" type="revolute" axis="0,0,1">
18 <parent link="base" position=".025,-.025,.01"
19 orientation="0,0,90"/>
20 <child link="wheel_fr" position="0,0,0" orientation="0,0,0"/>
21 </joint>
22 <joint id="base_wheel_fl" type="revolute" axis="0,0,1">
23 <parent link="base" position=".025,.025,.01"
24 orientation="0,0,-90"/>
25 <child link="wheel_fl" position="0,0,0" orientation="0,0,0"/>
26 </joint>
27 <joint id="base_wheel_br" type="revolute" axis="0,0,1">
28 <parent link="base" position=" -.025,-.025,.01"
29 orientation="0,0,90"/>
30 <child link="wheel_br" position="0,0,0" orientation="0,0,0"/>
31 </joint>
32 <joint id="base_wheel_bl" type="revolute" axis="0,0,1">
33 <parent link="base" position=" -.025,.025,.01"
34 orientation="0,0,-90"/>
35 <child link="wheel_bl" position="0,0,0" orientation="0,0,0"/>
36 </joint>
37 </joints>
38 </prototype>

Listing 2.3: An example configuration of the prototyping plug-in that models the vehicle in
Figure 2.3.
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1 <lua_controller id="my_controller">
2 <actuators >
3 <joints implementation="default">
4 <joint id="base_wheel_fr" mode="velocity" max_impulse="0.005f"/>
5 <joint id="base_wheel_fl" mode="velocity" max_impulse="0.005f"/>
6 <joint id="base_wheel_br" mode="velocity" max_impulse="0.005f"/>
7 <joint id="base_wheel_bl" mode="velocity" max_impulse="0.005f"/>
8 </joints>
9 </actuators>

10 <sensors >
11 <joints implementation="default">
12 <joint id="base_wheel_fr" mode="velocity"/>
13 <joint id="base_wheel_fl" mode="velocity"/>
14 <joint id="base_wheel_br" mode="velocity"/>
15 <joint id="base_wheel_bl" mode="velocity"/>
16 </joints>
17 </sensors>
18 <params script="path/to/script.lua"/>
19 </lua_controller>

Listing 2.4: Declaration of a Lua controller for the vehicle in Figure 2.3.

and actuators which are enabled using the joint sensor and joint actuator as shown in
Listing 2.4. The joint sensors and actuators can be read from or written to using a Lua
controller. An example of such a Lua controller is shown in Listing 2.5. This controller
sets the target speeds of the wheels of the vehicle and reads the actual speeds of the
wheels at each step of the simulation, printing the readings to ARGoS’s log.

A joint actuator can be configured in position mode or velocity mode. Once a target
position or velocity has been set, the actuator will try to move the joint towards its
target. The max_impulse attribute sets the maximum amount of impulse that will be
applied to a joint over each iteration. The joint sensor can also be set to measure either
the position or the velocity of a joint.

The prototyping plug-in consists of a generic physics model for the three-dimensional
dynamics plug-in and a generic visualization model for the Qt-OpenGL visualization
plug-in. These generic models save time by allowing a user to describe a robot to
the simulator without manually providing a physics model or a visualization model.
The generic visualization model for the prototyping plug-in is particularly useful for
debugging the physics model since it accurately shows the size, geometry, position, and
orientation of the links in the simulation.

Although the prototyping plug-in supports any combination of links and joints, a
physics engine plug-in may impose additional constraints. For example, the current
implementation of the three-dimensional dynamics plug-in requires that the links and
joints in the prototype entity form a tree with the reference link at its base. That is,
all links must be either directly or indirectly connected to the reference link and there
must be no loops.
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1 function init()
2 reset()
3 end
4

5 function step()
6 log("wheel velocities: " ..
7 string.format("%.2f", robot.joints.base_wheel_bl.encoder) .. ", " ..
8 string.format("%.2f", robot.joints.base_wheel_fl.encoder) .. ", " ..
9 string.format("%.2f", robot.joints.base_wheel_br.encoder) .. ", " ..

10 string.format("%.2f", robot.joints.base_wheel_fr.encoder))
11 end
12

13 function reset()
14 robot.joints.base_wheel_bl.set_target(1)
15 robot.joints.base_wheel_fl.set_target(1)
16 robot.joints.base_wheel_br.set_target(1)
17 robot.joints.base_wheel_fr.set_target(1)
18 end
19

20 function destroy()
21 end

Listing 2.5: A Lua controller for the vehicle in Figure 2.3. This controller sets the target
angular velocity of the wheels and measures the actual speeds of the wheels in
the simulation.

2.3 Enhancements to the entities, media, and generic
robot plug-ins

In this section, we discuss two frameworks that we have added to the ARGoS simulator.
These frameworks are the generic radio framework and the generic camera framework.
The introduction of these two frameworks required the addition of classes to entities, me-
dia, and generic robot plug-ins. The prototyping plug-in has been used in the following
sections to demonstrate the capabilities of these two new frameworks.

The generic radio framework
The generic radio framework supports attaching any number of radios to a robot in the
simulation. For example, Listing 2.6 describes a repeater that has been implemented
using the prototyping plug-in and that contains two radios and a light-emitting diode
(LED).

The controller for the repeater is configured such that when a message is received
by the first radio, the LED will be illuminated and the first byte of the first message
will be rebroadcasted using the second radio. The declaration of a Lua controller for
the repeater is shown in Listing 2.7 and the controller for the repeater is shown in
Listing 2.8. Figure 2.4 shows four of the repeaters arranged in a ring. The repeaters
have been placed so that each receiving radio is in range of the transmitting radio on
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1 <prototype id="repeater0" movable="true">
2 <body position="0.06,0.06,0" orientation="-45,0,0" />
3 <controller config="repeater"/>
4 <links ref="base">
5 <link id="base" geometry="box" size=".1,.04,.025" mass="0.1"
6 position="0,0,0" orientation="0,0,0" />
7 </links>
8 <devices >
9 <radios medium="radio">

10 <radio id="radio_rx" anchor="base" range="0.09"
11 position=".05,0,.0125"/>
12 <radio id="radio_tx" anchor="base" range="0.09"
13 position=" -.05,0,.0125"/>
14 </radios>
15 <leds medium="leds">
16 <led id="led" anchor="base" color="0,0,0,0" offset="0,0,.025"/>
17 </leds>
18 </devices>
19 </prototype>

Listing 2.6: Instantiation of a repeater using the prototyping plug-in.

1 <lua_controller id="repeater">
2 <actuators >
3 <radios implementation="default"/>
4 <leds implementation="default" medium="leds"/>
5 </actuators>
6 <sensors >
7 <radios implementation="default" show_rays="true"/>
8 </sensors>
9 <params script="path/to/prototype -radio -controller.lua"/>

10 </lua_controller>

Listing 2.7: Declaration of a Lua controller for the repeater.

the previous repeater. By initializing the first repeater with a single-byte message, this
message is then continuously forwarded to the next repeater in the ring.

The generic radio framework allows any number of messages, each containing an
arbitrary number of bytes, to be sent to nearby radios. The only restriction is that a
radio which is transmitting cannot receive messages in the same control step. If you
need to send and receive messages from a radio in the same control step, you will need
to use two radios. To run this demonstration in ARGoS, you will need the following
files.

• prototype_radio_test.argos: This experiment configuration file defines four
repeaters using the prototyping plug-in and lays them out as shown in Figure 2.4.

• prototype_radio_test.lua: This Lua controller programs the repeaters to for-
ward any received messages to the next repeater in the ring.
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1 function init()
2 reset()
3 end
4

5 function step()
6 robot.leds.set_all_colors(0,0,0)
7 if #robot.radios.radio_rx.rx_data > 0 then
8 robot.leds.set_all_colors(255,0,0)
9 robot.radios.radio_tx.tx_data({robot.radios.radio_rx.rx_data[1][1] +

1})
10 end
11 end
12

13 function reset()
14 -- start the passing of the token
15 if robot.id == "repeater0" then
16 robot.radios.radio_tx.tx_data({0})
17 end
18 end
19

20 function destroy()
21 end

Listing 2.8: A Lua controller for the repeater. The repeater with the indentifier 0 is
programmed to send a message at the beginning of the simulation.

The generic camera framework
In contrast to the existing camera sensors available in ARGoS which target the character-
istics and functionality of a few specific camera systems, the generic camera framework
is very general and supports any number of cameras each running a different set of
algorithms. The framework defines a camera sensor that is compatible with any com-
posable entity in ARGoS which contains an embodied entity and a controllable entity,
for example, robots such as the e-puck and the foot-bot and the prototype entity from
the prototyping plug-in.

Listing 2.9 shows the declaration of a foot-bot controller, where two cameras have
been attached to the origin and turret anchors respectively. The cameras are defined
in terms of their extrinsic properties (orientation and position) and their intrinsic prop-
erties (range, focal length, and principle point). In addition to the camera sensors, the
footbot_turret and differential_steering actuators have also been enabled to al-
low the foot-bot to move around the environment. By default, each camera will calculate
its frustum and the bounding box of that frustum on each control step. To detect entities
such as LEDs, however, a camera must be configured with a simulated algorithm.

A simulated algorithm is designed to simulate the output of a real computer vision
algorithm and typically works by taking the entities (e.g. tags) that fall inside the
bounding box of a camera’s frustum and by running several tests to determine whether
the given entity is visible to the camera (e.g. whether the corners of a tag are occluded
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(a) t = 0.0 s (b) t = 0.2 s

(c) t = 0.4 s (d) t = 0.6 s

Figure 2.4: Four repeaters pass a message By limiting the range of the sending radios to only
include the neighboring recieving radio, we can demonstrate a network of radios
with a ring topology

by another robot in the simulation). Once an algorithm has determined that an entity is
visible, the key features of that entity (e.g. a tag’s corners) are projected back onto the
camera to determine their coordinates in a virtual image. These coordinates alongside
any additional attributes of the entity (e.g. a tag’s data or a LEDs color) are then stored
as a reading in the sensor. At the time of writing, there are three simulated algorithms
available. Two algorithms for detecting the standard and directional LEDs in ARGoS,
and one algorithm for detecting tags. The order in which a tags corners are reported
is designed to be compatible with AprilTags algorithm and enables a robot to localize
itself relative to a tag [3].

Listing 2.10 shows the configuration of an entity using the prototyping plug-in. The
entity is a box with a tag, a standard LED, and a directional LED that can be detected
by the cameras. Listing 2.11 shows a Lua controller that rotates the foot-bot’s turret,
that uses the differential steering actuator to make the foot-bot turn on the spot, and
that reports if any tags, standard LEDs, or directional LEDs were detected by the turret
camera. The code in the step() function can be duplicated to report detections on both
the turret camera and fixed camera but is not shown for brevity. The following files can
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1 <lua_controller id="fb">
2 <actuators >
3 <footbot_turret implementation="default"/>
4 <differential_steering implementation="default" />
5 </actuators>
6 <sensors >
7 <cameras implementation="default" show_frustum="true">
8 <camera id="fixed_camera" range="0.025:0.25" resolution="640,360"
9 anchor="origin" position=" -0.05,0,0.125" orientation="

90,-90,0"
10 focal_length="884,884" principle_point="320,180">
11 <led_detector medium="leds" show_rays="true"/>
12 <directional_led_detector medium="directional_leds" show_rays="

true"/>
13 <tag_detector medium="tags" show_rays="true"/>
14 </camera>
15 <camera id="turret_camera" range="0.025:0.225" resolution="640,360"
16 anchor="turret" position="0.08,0,0.1" orientation="

-90,112.5,0"
17 focal_length="884,884" principle_point="320,180">
18 <led_detector medium="leds" show_rays="true"/>
19 <directional_led_detector medium="directional_leds" show_rays="

true"/>
20 <tag_detector medium="tags" show_rays="true"/>
21 </camera>
22 </cameras>
23 <differential_steering implementation="default" />
24 </sensors>
25 <params script="src/testing/examples/footbot_camera_prototype_example.

lua"/>
26 </lua_controller>

Listing 2.9: Configuration of a foot-bot controller that attaches one camera to the foot-bot’s
origin anchor and one camera to the foot-bot’s turret anchor.

be used to recreate this demonstration in ARGoS.

• footbot_camera_prototype_example.argos: This experiment configuration file
sets up the foot-bot’s cameras, declares its controller, and creates a box with a
standard LED, a directional LED, and a tag using the prototyping plug-in.

• footbot_camera_prototype_example.lua: This Lua controller programs the foot-
bot to rotate on the spot while rotating its turret in the opposite direction. Detec-
tions of tags, directional LEDs, and standard LEDs are reported using ARGoS’s
log.

In contrast to rendering a robot’s view of the world to a virtual framebuffer and
feeding that framebuffer to a computer vision algorithm as its input, the approach used
by the generic camera framework regarding the simulated algorithms is designed to be
much more lightweight and scalable.
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1 <prototype id="target" movable="true">
2 <body position="0.25,0,0" orientation="0,0,0"/>
3 <links ref="base">
4 <link id="base" geometry="box" size="0.125,0.125,0.15"
5 mass="0.05" position="0,0,0" orientation="0,0,0" />
6 </links>
7 <devices >
8 <directional_leds medium="directional_leds">
9 <directional_led color="red" observable_angle="180" anchor="base"

10 position=" -0.063,0,0.05" orientation="0,-90,0"/>
11 </directional_leds>
12 <leds medium="leds">
13 <led color="blue" anchor="base" offset=" -0.063,0,0.06"/>
14 </leds>
15 <tags medium="tags">
16 <tag side_length=".025" observable_angle="180" anchor="base"
17 payload="0" position=" -0.063,0,0.125" orientation="0,-90,0" />
18 </tags>
19 </devices>
20 </prototype>

Listing 2.10: Configuration of a prototype entity with tags, standard LEDs, and directional
LEDs.

Figure 2.5: A foot-bot robot configured with two cameras from the generic camera framework.
The frustums of the cameras are traced in cyan.
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1 function init()
2 reset()
3 end
4

5 function step()
6 if (#robot.cameras.turret_camera.tag_detector > 0) or
7 (#robot.cameras.turret_camera.directional_led_detector > 0) or
8 (#robot.cameras.turret_camera.led_detector > 0) then
9 local message = "turret_camera detects: "

10 if(#robot.cameras.turret_camera.tag_detector > 0) then
11 message = message .. "tags, "
12 end
13 if(#robot.cameras.turret_camera.directional_led_detector > 0) then
14 message = message .. "directional_leds , "
15 end
16 if(#robot.cameras.turret_camera.led_detector > 0) then
17 message = message .. "leds, "
18 end
19 log(message)
20 end
21 end
22

23 function reset()
24 robot.turret.set_speed_control_mode()
25 robot.turret.set_rotation_speed(2)
26 robot.wheels.set_velocity(0.25,-0.25)
27 end
28

29 function destroy()
30 end

Listing 2.11: Configuration of a foot-bot Lua script that sets the velocity of the wheels
and turret and reports if any tags, standard LEDs, or directional LEDs were
detected by the turret camera.

3 Autonomous Construction in ARGoS
In an upcoming paper, we present an implementation of our autonomous construction
system using the plug-ins discussed in this technical report. This section contains a
description of how the hardware from our autonomous construction system has been
modeled and provides a simple construction scenario as a starting point for other re-
searchers.

3.1 Modeling the stigmergic block
A stigmergic block is modeled using the prototyping plug-in (Section 2.2). It consists of
nine links: the base link (e.g. the main body of the block) and a link for each of its eight
spherical magnets. A spherical joint between the base link and each spherical magnet
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allows the magnets to rotate freely. The model of the stigmergic block is configured with
four LEDs, a tag, and a radio on each of its faces.

The dimensions and weight of the stigmergic block’s model are equal to those of the
hardware. Since we use a single dipole approximation for magnetism, we have tuned the
strength of the simulated spherical magnets empirically. That is, we observed from the
hardware that placing two blocks approximately one centimeter apart on a low-friction
surface was sufficient for the spherical magnets inside two blocks to turn, align, and pull
the blocks together. We set up a similar configuration in simulation and adjusted the
magnetic field strength of the spherical magnets until we observed the same response.

One minor difference between the hardware of the stigmergic block and its simulated
model is that the hardware has curved edges, while the simulated model is a cube.
While it is possible to simulate the geometry of a stigmergic block more accurately using
meshes, the collision detection for meshes is significantly more computationally intensive.
In addition, the simulated model of a stigmergic block assumes that the center of mass of
a block is exactly at its center, while the location of the battery and the central circuit
board in the hardware offset the center of mass slightly away from the center of the
block.

3.2 Modeling the autonomous robot
Similar to the stigmergic block, the autonomous robot is also modeled using the proto-
typing plug-in. The model of the robot contains 15 links and 15 joints. Four of these
joints are revolute joints and allow the robot’s wheels to turn. An additional prismatic
joint allows the end-effector of the robot to move up and down. The remaining joints
are fixed and are used to form the geometry of the robot.

We have added twelve proximity sensors around the base of the robot and four
proximity sensors to the manipulator. The simulated proximity sensors are calibrated
based on the datasheets for the hardware sensors with some minor adjustments based
on empirical measurements. The generic radio framework is used to simulate the NFC
transceiver on the robot’s end effector. Furthermore, the generic camera framework has
been configured so that the robot can detect the tags and the LEDs on a block.

3.3 Running an experiment
To enable interested readers to get started quickly with running construction experi-
ments in ARGoS, we have provided an example experiment configuration file and two
Lua scripts that demonstrate a basic construction scenario. In this scenario, the robot
approaches two blocks and stacks the first block on top of the second block (Figure 3.1).
The following files are required to recreate this demo in ARGoS.

• prototype_srocs_system.argos: the experiment configuration file that defines
the blocks and the robots using the prototyping plug-in and declares their con-
trollers.
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• prototype_srocs_system_arcontrol.lua: a controller for the robot written in
Lua. This controller implements a simple state machine that causes the robot to
place the first block on top of the second.

• prototype_srocs_system_sbcontrol.lua: a controller for the blocks written in
Lua. This controller monitors the radios on a stigmergic block and sets the color
of their LEDs to red if any data is received.
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(a) t = 0 s (b) t = 25s

(c) t = 50 s (d) t = 75 s

Figure 3.1: An autonomous robot approaches two stigmergic blocks and places the first on
top of the second.
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4 Conclusion
This document has detailed the plug-ins that we have developed for the ARGoS simulator.
We use these plug-ins to simulate the hardware of the autonomous construction system
presented in [1].
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